WALMART BRIGHTER FUTURES 2.0:
COMPETENCY DOCUMENTATION PILOT
Sinclair Community College
Step I:

Adopt the competency document from the Seattle Colleges

Step II:

Make modifications to the Seattle document

Step III:

Identify the credential to be awarded (e.g., associate’s degree,
workforce credential)

Please describe how the credential for the pilot was chosen.
We chose the Machine Maintenance certificate because the WIIN Manufacturing Advisory Group had recently
released a call for proposals for manufacturing related training. We were required to include 16 topics of training
of which the employers had already chosen/listed. This was the perfect opportunity to begin the pilot with this
advisory team. The acceptance and planned development of this certificate was unanimous and led to the
introduction of the pilot project to the Contact Center Alliance and Regional Employers Group. Sinclair
presented a sample “Call Center/Customer Service” certificate to the group of 25+ employers who also saw the
value and endorsed the certificate and competencies for their industry.

Step IV:

Identify the competencies associated with the award (possible
resources include: https://www.careeronestop.org/competencymodel/)

Step V:

Prepare form with the new competencies

Step VI:

Obtain feedback from business representatives on (1) content and
process and (2) accuracy and efficiency

Please share your experiences working with the business representatives. Include the
number of the business representatives involved, the number and length of meetings
held, and the overall feedback from the representatives that led to a finalized product.
When we invited this initial group (WIIN) to visit our Advanced Manufacturing Lab for a tour and several
presentations on the topics required for the call for proposals and toward the end of the meeting, we handed out
the sample Machine Maintenance Certificate with some of their company names represented on the front of the
certificate and competencies obtained after training completion for each of the 16 training modules on the back.
Our ah-ha moment and valuable feedback was when one of the employers made the statement, “this document
puts it all into prospective and gives me exactly what I am looking for in helping me understand what an employee
would walk away with after this training”. Others present agreed and gladly offered to endorse with their company
name on the front of the certificate. The manufacturing group consists of approximately 20 representatives and 6
hours invested in 3 separate meetings. The manufacturing model and modules included in the certificate closely
mirror the careeronestop.org model along with input of our local manufacturing roundtable.
Our meeting time with the Contact Center Alliance and Regional Employers Group for review and presentation
took place across 2 scheduled meetings of 2 hours each. The call center class embedded competencies required
by our local industry partners (in previous work sessions) and from the nationally-recognized Customer Service
Certified credential endorsed by the International Customer Service Association. Our call center employers review
resumes and provide mock interviews, helping participants confidently verbalize and exhibit confidence in their
skills. Feedback from some of our Contact Center Alliance partners would be, "a scanned copy of this certificate
attached to the individuals resume is more valuable than having a cover letter attached". And, "I would float an
application to the top seeing this certificate attached".

Step VII: Pilot the form with program participants as a tool for communicating
competencies
Please share your experiences working with the program participants. Include the
number of participants involved in the pilot. Provide overall feedback from the
participants that led you to believe that the tool was effective for helping the
participants communicate their competencies.
We offered our first Call Center/Customer Service class in June utilizing the new "pilot" certificate with industry
partners supporting the document on the front and modules and competencies on the back. Additional classes
were held in July, October and November. We had just over 90 successful completers in the program.
Comments from participants:
"It helps me to be able to express to employers accurately about skills I've gained using terms learned in the
course."
"This is a great quick visual to have in hand for me to communicate my skills."
"Using these key points on the back of this certificate in an interview and on my resume help me in my
interview."
"I hand this to the employer and say - just in case you're unfamiliar with the program, this will give you a visual
of my competencies."
I have no negative feedback from employers or participants.

